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ABSTRACT
have been publications that raise concerns about the use of
crystalloid and colloid solutions in hemorrhagic shock as well
as literature that addresses the issue of hypocalcemia in hemorrhagic shock. These observations have necessitated a relook
at the topic of fluid resuscitation for hemorrhagic shock in the
TCCC environment.

Hemorrhagic shock in combat trauma remains the greatest life
threat to casualties with potentially survivable injuries. Advances in external hemorrhage control and the increasing use
of damage control resuscitation have demonstrated significant
success in decreasing mortality in combat casualties. Presently,
an expanding body of literature suggests that fluid resuscitation strategies for casualties in hemorrhagic shock that include the prehospital use of cold-stored or fresh whole blood
when available, or blood components when whole blood is
not available, are superior to crystalloid and colloid fluids. On
the basis of this recent evidence, the Committee on Tactical
Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) has conducted a review of
fluid resuscitation for the combat casualty who is in hemorrhagic shock and made the following new recommendations:
(1) cold stored low-titer group O whole blood (CS-LTOWB)
has been designated as the preferred resuscitation fluid, with
fresh LTOWB identified as the first alternate if CS-LTOWB is
not available; (2) crystalloids and Hextend are no longer recommended as fluid resuscitation options in hemorrhagic shock;
(3) target systolic blood pressure (SBP) resuscitation goals have
been redefined for casualties with and without traumatic brain
injury (TBI) coexisting with their hemorrhagic shock; and (4)
empiric prehospital calcium administration is now recommended whenever blood product resuscitation is required.

Several policy and regulatory changes have influenced the
practice of prehospital care in the deployed environment.
These include the issuance of a Federal Drug Administration
(FDA) black box warning on hetastarches including Hextend,7 the Armed Services Blood Program Office (ASBPO)
production and sourcing of FDA licensed CS-LTOWB,8 and
the Emergency Use Authorization of Freeze-Dried Plasma for
uncontrolled hemorrhage in military trauma.9
Another important development in this area is that the American Association of Blood Banks has now recognized LTOWB
as a universal donor whole blood product for patients in hemorrhagic shock.10 Their 2018 recommendation states that:
“Recipients shall receive ABO group-compatible Red Blood
Cell components, ABO group-specific Whole Blood, or low
titer group O Whole Blood (for non–group O or for recipients
whose ABO group is unknown.” The definition of “low titer”
is deferred to local transfusion services.
When FDA-compliant CS-LTOWB is not available, a second
option for whole blood for emergency transfusion in trauma
patients is fresh whole blood (FWB). New programs and
training courses to facilitate the use of FWB in military settings have been developed. In addition to the Ranger Group
O Low-Titer (ROLO) program that was initiated in 2015,11
the US Special Operations Command recently extended their
FWB program to include all their component forces under the
command-sanctioned Special Operations Low-Titer O Whole
Blood (SOLO) Program.12 Conventional US Marine Corps infantry forces have also reported successful training and implementation of fresh whole blood use under the Valkyrie FWB
program.13,14 There is additional interest from prehospital
providers outside of the military with FWB training programs
now reported in civilian EMS and law enforcement programs
including the Texas Rangers.15
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Proximate Cause for This Change
Whole blood was recommended by the Committee on TCCC
(CoTCCC) in June of 2014 as the preferred prehospital fluid
for resuscitation from hemorrhagic shock.1 Since that update
to the TCCC Guidelines, the ongoing monitoring of new papers in the medical literature conducted by the CoTCCC has
noted a number of publications that attest to the benefit of
earlier use of whole blood or blood components.2–5 There have
also been publications that have documented increased survival with increasing SBP in TBI patients.6 Additionally, there
Please see affiliations on page 134.
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Finally, there have been both CoTCCC and Joint Trauma System (JTS) recommendations that CS-LTOWB be considered
the preferred option for resuscitation of casualties in hemorrhagic shock. The 2018 TCCC Advanced Resuscitative Care
paper stated that: “Resuscitation should be initiated with
FDA-compliant, cold-stored LTOWB as the preferred option
and every effort should be made to have cold-stored LTOWB
available.”5 FDA-complaint LTOWB is now being shipped by
the ASBPO to support combat operations. The logistics of coldstored whole blood carriage remain a challenge for tactical medics, but the availability of small portable blood containers that
are capable of achieving the required cold storage conditions for
up to 72 hours makes CS-LTOWB use more feasible in combat
operations supported by tactical vehicles or aircraft.5 The Joint
Trauma System Clinical Practice Guideline (CPG) on Damage
Control Resuscitation (DCR) was subsequently updated in
July 2019 and specifically calls for (1) a greater emphasis on
LTOWB as the optimally balanced and maximally hemostatic
resuscitation fluid, (2) recommends early calcium use in hemorrhagic shock, (3) modifies blood pressure goals to a target
SBP of 100mmHg for hemorrhagic shock or 110mmHg for
TBI and (4) no longer recommends hydroxyethyl starch (Hextend, Hespan) as a resuscitation fluid.16 Similarly, the JTS CPG
on Whole Blood Transfusion stresses the advantages of whole
blood over component therapy and includes considerations for
risks and benefits between fresh whole blood and stored whole
blood.17 Finally, the JTS CPG on Damage Control Resuscitation
in Prolonged Field Care, recognized as the follow-on guidance
for TCCC if evacuation is delayed, also updated its recommendations to include CS-LTOWB and included the same SBP goals
for resuscitation noted in the Damage Control Resuscitation
CPG above.18 Consistency in recommendations throughout
the spectrum of care (insofar as the tactical, equipment, and
training considerations permit) starting with the initial TCCC
rendered at the point of injury and continuing throughout the
prehospital phase of care, remains critical to reducing variability in training and standardizing the application of critical
life-saving interventions.
Incorporating the approach used by Col Stacy Shackelford
in her 2016 TCCC Change Paper on circumferential pelvic
compression devices in TCCC,19 the TCCC change team addressing the topic of fluid resuscitation in hemorrhagic shock
identified four specific questions that needed to be addressed
in this review:
(1) Is there a specific blood product that is preferred over others for resuscitation of casualties in hemorrhagic shock in
TCCC?
(2) Should crystalloid solutions and Hextend be removed as
TCCC-recommended fluids for resuscitation of casualties
in hemorrhagic shock?
(3) What is the optimal target SBP for resuscitation of hemorrhagic shock casualties, and does this change when traumatic brain injury is also present?
(4) Should empiric calcium be added to the TCCC fluid resuscitation guideline? If so, how much and which type
of calcium formulation should be used, and when in the
resuscitation sequence should it be given?

Background
Clinical observations from recent Overseas Contingency Operations provide insight into the previous paradigm of large-
volume crystalloid resuscitation for prehospital and initial

in-hospital resuscitation and the impacts of trauma-induced
coagulopathy resulting in excess morbidity and mortality
from uncontrolled hemorrhage.20–22 From the very beginning
of the TCCC program in 1996, and as continued by the National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine’s “Zero
Preventable Deaths” initiative, civilian and military trauma
experts have begun to focus on the prehospital phase of care
as the most promising time period in which to reduce preventable deaths in trauma victims.23 One of the prehospital tenants of care that has been shown to decrease mortality among
the most critically injured is blood product transfusion early
in the continuum of care.4 Additionally, data published by
Shackelford et al. showed that blood products given as soon
as possible following injury improved 24-hour and 30-day
survival, suggesting both the choice of fluid and time of administration are key components to successful resuscitation.3
Despite the evidence backing use of blood products in resuscitation, a recent review of the military prehospital trauma
registry shows that providers continue to rely on crystalloid
or colloid solutions. In a 2019 retrospective study, the most
commonly administered fluids were normal saline (52.4%)
followed by hetastarch solution (33.3%).24 Although whole
blood was recommended by the CoTCCC in 2014 as the preferred resuscitation fluid for casualties in hemorrhagic shock
and other blood components were recommended in the event
that whole blood was not available, Hextend, lactated Ringer’s, and Plasma Lyte-A were retained on the recommended list
of resuscitation fluids in the event that blood products were not
available. This may have contributed to their continued use in
the military. Recently, however, a civilian meta-analysis highlights the increased mortality and renal replacement therapy
requirements attributed to hetastarch use among critically ill
patients (including but not limited to trauma patients) requiring volume resuscitation.25 Furthermore, in the t rauma-specific
setting, both crystalloids and colloids have been shown to
worsen trauma-induced coagulopathy.26 Decreasing reliance
on pre-hospital crystalloid and colloid solutions for resuscitation of trauma victims represents an opportunity to further
decrease death after injury.
When considering the optimal resuscitation fluid choice, there
is an ample body of work demonstrating the superiority of
blood products. In the laboratory setting, whole blood has
been noted to be superior to both crystalloids and colloids in
a prehospital translational shock model.27 Further evidence
comes from the field. Over the past decade, NATO prehospital
teams such as the United Kingdom’s Medical Emergency Response Team Enhanced (MERT-E) have successfully integrated
hemostatic resuscitation with packed red blood cells (PRBCs)
and fresh frozen plasma (FFP) as part of en-route care.28 In
addition, Israeli Defense Forces Medical Corps have also documented successful prehospital utilization of LTOWB.29 Our
own clinical data from nearly two decades of conflict suggest
that whole blood is safe, effective, and far superior to crystalloid and colloid resuscitation fluids.2,30–32
Traditionally, the principal argument for nonhemostatic prehospital fluid resuscitation options like Hextend has been
related to the logistics of blood component availability close
to the point of injury and training requirements for combat
medical personnel.1 With the increasing body of evidence supporting the superiority of whole blood and blood components
over crystalloids in resuscitating combat casualties in hemorrhagic shock, the continued use of crystalloid solutions for
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hemorrhagic shock needs to be reevaluated and the military
focus on prehospital blood products as the resuscitation fluid
of choice for combat injuries requiring resuscitation needs to
be strengthened.33
The following is a review of fluid resuscitation options in hemorrhagic shock with recent literature updates included.

Discussion
(1) Is there a specific blood product that is preferred
over others for resuscitation of casualties in hemorrhagic
shock in TCCC?
Whole Blood – A Brief History of Combat Use

The use of whole blood as the best option for resuscitating
wartime casualties in hemorrhagic shock is a lesson that has
been learned by the US military three separate times in three
separate conflicts. Dr. Walter Cannon was a strong advocate
for using whole blood to treat casualties in hemorrhagic shock
in World War I. During the period after World War I, however, physicians and physiologists began to consider shock as
being primarily due to loss of plasma volume from the intravascular space, suggesting that plasma might be just as good
as whole blood. It was also logistically easier to ship units of
dried plasma to frontline troops.
These two factors combined to make plasma the preferred
fluid to use for resuscitation from hemorrhagic shock at the
start of World War II. As a result, early in World War II, the
US Army Surgeon General declined to supply whole blood to
combat units. During the course of the war, however, surgeons
like Colonel Edward Churchill noted that American casualties
who were being treated with plasma were faring less well than
British casualties who were being treated with whole blood.34
Additionally, the use of pooled plasma products entailed an
increased risk of hepatitis.
Colonel Churchill subsequently requested that whole blood be
supplied to US Army combat forces. Churchill’s request was
denied. This story subsequently found its way to the New York
Times. The Times ran a story in August of 1943 and the US
military restarted its whole blood program shortly thereafter.
In Okinawa alone, over 40,000 pints of whole blood were reportedly used for casualties.34
Despite whole blood having been “re-discovered” by the US
military as the preferred resuscitation fluid for casualties in
shock in World War II, this important aspect of care was again
lost in the mid-1970s, when transfusion practice moved from
the use of whole blood to using individual blood component
(RBCs, plasma, or platelet) therapy after blood fractionation
became technologically feasible. This change occurred despite
the lack of evidence for the benefit of this strategy when used
for patients in hemorrhagic shock.1
Another development in fluid resuscitation that occurred
during the Vietnam era was the thought that adequate fluid
resuscitation could be accomplished with crystalloid solutions
if the volume provided was approximately three times the volume of estimated blood lost in order to account for the fact
that only about one-third of the crystalloid solution infused remained in the intravascular space. This led to the emergence of
fluid overload syndromes during the Vietnam conflict. Excess
fluid in the pulmonary system was dubbed “Da Nang Lung”
and was the best-known entity, but fluid overload in the abdomen and the brain can be deadly as well.
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Several studies in recent Overseas Contingency Operations
have demonstrated improved survival when whole blood was
used to resuscitate casualties in hemorrhagic shock.2,30,31 The
2014 TCCC reexamination of fluid resuscitation options for
casualties in hemorrhagic shock found that whole blood was
the optimal fluid for that purpose.1 This demonstrated survival
benefit is much enhanced when the casualties being treated are
critically injured and when whole blood administration begins
as soon as possible after the onset of shock.
Whole Blood – Modern Use on the Battlefield

Whole blood is a generic term for unfractionated blood collected in a single bag that includes an anticoagulant solution
to sustain red blood cell integrity. To understand the risks and
benefits of whole blood transfusions, it is important to differentiate the various methods of collection, storage, and use.
There are four primary options for whole blood on the modern battlefield.5
• CS-LTOWB is collected by blood banks, screened for
transfusion-transmittable infections, and tested to ensure low titers of anti-A and anti-B antibodies. It is
thus FDA compliant and is a universal donor option
for blood transfusions. The ASBPO has increased the
production and delivery of this type of stored blood to
combat theaters. It does, however, require storage in the
recommended cold conditions, which imposes logistical
issues for combat units. Both safety and Department of
Defense policy require that FDA-compliant blood products be used for combat casualties unless such products
are not available or are deemed to be not clinically effective by the providing physician.35 The increasing
availability of portable blood coolers for use on the
battlefield now often makes this option feasible even in
far-forward environments, especially when the military
operation being supported entails the use of tactical aircraft or vehicles.5
• Fresh LTOWB is collected from donor pools of individuals who have been prescreened to ensure that they were
free from transfusion-transmittable infections and that
their Type O blood contains low titers of anti-A and
anti-B antibodies. These prescreened donors are thus
able to act as relatively low-risk sources of universal
donor whole blood when needed in far-forward environments. The 75th Ranger Regiment has demonstrated
the feasibility of establishing such a program in frontline combat units with their Ranger Type O Low Titer
(ROLO) effort.11 Fresh whole blood can be stored at
room temperature for 24 hours, and some data suggests
this timeframe may be safely extended to 72 hours.36 It
can also be refrigerated within 8 hours at which point it
becomes known as stored whole blood.
• Fresh group O unititered whole blood is also collected
from donor pools in combat settings when neither of the
first two options for whole blood are available. The risk
of transfusion reactions from type O donors with unknown levels of anti-A and anti-B antibodies has been
shown to be low, but the risk of transfusion-transmittable infections remains. This option for obtaining whole
blood when FDA-compliant whole blood is not available
has been used widely in combat support hospitals.31
• Type-specific fresh whole blood provides for ABO-
identical transfusions but entails the risk of a fatal hemolytic reaction in the event of an ABO-mismatch due
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to an administrative or blood typing error. Type-specific
blood has been used as a source of fresh whole blood
on forward surgical teams embarked on naval surface
combatant vessels. A recent case series described the use
of 39 units of type-specific whole blood during a mass
casualty event on the USS Bataan.37
Cold-Stored Low-Titer Group O Whole Blood

Following US military implementation of a cold-stored whole
blood program, several US civilian trauma centers and prehospital providers began incorporating CS-LTOWB into their
respective trauma resuscitation protocols.38 Williams et al. reported a decrease in post-emergency department blood product utilization and two-fold increased likelihood of survival
with CS-LTOWB when controlling for age and severity of injury.39 In a separate prospective observational study, Duchesne
et al. evaluated trauma patients receiving whole blood as part
of their initial emergency department resuscitation.40 They
found that CS-LTOWB patients received significantly fewer
PRBCs and FFP during hospitalization. They also observed
a decreased incidence of ARDS, but contrary to Williams et
al, found no survival benefit in those receiving CS-LTOWB.40
A third recently published study again found no difference in
24-hour or 30-day mortality between groups receiving component therapy or CS-LTOWB.41 Importantly, the studies mentioned previously have thus far demonstrated no increased rate
of complications in comparison to component therapy in the
civilian trauma setting. Furthermore, the use of CS-LTOWB
has recently expanded to the fields of obstetrics and pediatric trauma.42–44 With increased adoption in the civilian trauma
setting as well as in other medical specialties, a greater base of
knowledge and evidence regarding the use of CS-LOTWB is
already developing.

response on the mission. Further, the use of Eldon cards to determine blood type was found by Bienek and Perez in 2013 to
be only 80% accurate when compared to the ABO group in the
subjects’ medical record.49 The subjects in this study included
physicians, corpsmen, and medical service corps officers.
The use of a prescreened type O low-titer donor pool also minimizes the risk for a reaction to high anti-A and anti-B antibody titers by eliminating those type O individuals with high
titers from the donor pool during the predeployment screening
process.11
Prehospital Considerations

Several factors must be considered in developing prehospital
fluid resuscitation strategies for casualties in hemorrhagic
shock, including the fact that medics and corpsmen will deliver
the preponderance of medical care in the tactical environment.
CS-LTOWB is the safest option as an FDA-complaint universal blood product, but it requires significant logistical support
for cold chain requirements. This requirement may make the
use of cold stored whole blood and blood components (plasma
and RBCs) infeasible in some tactical settings.
Where cold chain storage cannot be maintained, freeze dried
plasma and fresh whole blood remain reasonable options for
fluid resuscitation. While the FDA Emergency Use Authorization remains in place for the French freeze-dried plasma product (FLyP), the producer has not yet increased the supply of
FLyP to quantities sufficient to meet US military demand. Military logistics systems are therefore not able to reliably supply
this product to combat units.

Fresh Whole Blood

If units decide to implement prescreened fresh LTOWB as an
option, formal training and education on the safe collection
and utilization of fresh whole blood must be implemented.
Donham et al. addressed prior concerns that fresh whole blood
training was excessively high risk for operational units, and
published experiences with over 3,400 autotransfusion cases
with no anaphylactic or hemolytic reactions in the training
environment.50 Similarly, the Ranger O Low Titer, Special Operations O Low Titer, Naval Special Warfare Special Operations Tactical Medic Course and Marine Corps Valkyrie Fresh
Whole Blood training programs have developed curricula with
didactic and practical exercises to successfully support this
emerging capability.

Experience during Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom has demonstrated that FWB is safe and
that outcomes after FWB administration are equivalent, if not
superior, to outcomes following component therapy.30,31,45

(2) Should crystalloid solutions and Hextend be
removed as TCCC-recommended fluids for resuscitation
of casualties in hemorrhagic shock?

As noted previously, both safety considerations and DoD
policy make CS-LTOWB the option of choice when logistic
considerations make that a feasible choice. This option also
eliminates the time delay caused by the need to draw a unit of
fresh whole blood from a member of the donor pool. Finally,
it avoids having to take blood from a combatant who is still on
the battlefield and could possibly be wounded during ongoing
combat action.5

Risks associated with the use of FWB include transfusion-
transmittable infections and the potential for acute hemolytic
reactions due to ABO mismatch. The risk, however, has thus
far been very low. Recent data encompassing approximately
10,000 FWB transfusions to US personnel during OIF/OEF
have resulted in one hepatitis C (HCV) infection, one human
T-lymphocyte virus (HTLV) seroconversion, and one fatal case
of transfusion-associated graft-versus-host disease that was
potentially due to an FWB transfusion.46–48
In the prehospital setting, a structured approach such as the
Ranger Type O Low (ROLO) or Marine Corps Valkyrie program11,13 minimizes the chance of an ABO mismatch by clearly
identifying the LTOWB donor pool before the unit leaves for
combat operations, rather than having to take the time to test
potential donors with Eldon cards in the midst of a casualty

Hextend and Other Hetastarches (HESs)

There are significant variations in the composition and properties of HESs. The different HES products are commonly
described by their weight-averaged molecular weight. The
physiologic effects of hetastarch solutions may vary depending on both the type of hetastarch molecule, the concentration of the solution, the diluent fluid, and the volume of
fluid infused. Hextend (6% HES in physiological solution)
is a physiologically balanced, first-generation, high-molecular-weight HES preparation that was included in prior TCCC
recommendations.51,52
The 2013 Zarachanski study found that hetastarches administered to critically ill patients did not improve survival and
resulted in an increased risk of acute kidney injury.25,53 The
authors of the Zarychanski study recommended against the
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use of hetastarch solutions. A subsequent 2016 meta-analysis
found that even low-molecular-weight HES products reduced
coagulation competence when compared to crystalloids and
albumin.54 A 2018 paper from Germany found that severely
injured patients receiving more than 1000mL of synthetic colloid solutions (predominantly hetastarch) had a higher rate of
renal and multiple organ failure but did not find any effect on
mortality.55
The FDA issued a safety communication on HES solutions in
November 2013 that noted an increased risk in mortality and
renal replacement therapy associated with the use of HES to
treat critically ill patients.7 A further Cochrane Review concluded that HES slightly increased the need for blood transfusion and renal replacement therapy while albumin or FFP had
minimal impact.56 Hextend had previously remained the TCCC-
recommended resuscitation fluid when blood products were not
available, and represented the best available colloid based on
available evidence in 2014. However, as noted by more recent
reviews, both high- and low-molecular HES products adversely
affect coagulation competence, increase kidney injury, and increase the incidence of subsequent surgeries.54,57
Crystalloids – General

Once considered the prehospital standard of care, early and
aggressive administration of crystalloid fluid has fallen out of
favor in hemorrhagic shock. This approach was replaced by
damage control resuscitation, which for the casualty in hemorrhagic shock, focuses on not increasing the blood pressure
to the point where hydrostatic pressure may interfere with the
body’s attempts at hemostasis, on avoiding dilutional coagulopathy, and on providing an increased ratio of plasma administered with RBCs and the use of platelets when available, in
a 1:1:1 ratio.58
Crystalloids are distributed throughout the interstitium as
well as the intravascular space, resulting in the expansion
of the entire interstitial space instead of the desired effect of
intravascular expansion. For example, an infused volume of
1L of 0.9% sodium chloride adds 275mL to the plasma volume and 825mL to the interstitial volume after equilibration.
This can lead to clinical complications like acute respiratory
distress syndrome, hypoxemia, and abdominal compartment
syndrome.59–64
Current clinical practice guidelines for damage control resuscitation highlight that crystalloid fluids should be reserved for
specific clinical uses, such as carrier fluid for intravenous medication or other nonresuscitative uses.16 The minimization of
crystalloids is part of balanced resuscitation of patients with
hemorrhagic shock that avoids worsening the coagulopathy
of trauma.65,66
Crystalloids – Lactated Ringer’s and Plasma-Lyte A

The crystalloid solutions currently recommended in TCCC are
lactated Ringer’s solution (LR) and Plasma-Lyte A. LR appears
to be better than Normal Saline (NS) in traumatic resuscitation because it does not produce the degree of hyperchloremic
acidosis that large volume NS resuscitation does.67 LR, NS,
Plasma-Lyte A, and Plasma-Lyte R were compared in a translational animal model where LR produced the highest 2-hour
survival rate among the four crystalloids studied.68 LR for
fluid replacement during vascular surgery has trended toward
less acidosis and less intraoperative blood loss, but with no
decrease in mortality when compared to NS.69
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Plasma-Lyte A has a neutral pH (7.4), an osmolarity of
295mOsm/L, and no calcium. This is in contrast to LR, which
has a lower pH, is slightly hypotonic with an osmolarity of
273mOsm/L and contains calcium. Plasma-Lyte A was compared with NS in a study of 46 trauma patients and was associated with improved acid-base status and less hyperchloremia at
24 hours postinjury, although no improvement in survival was
found.70 In a separate observational study of 30,994 patients
who received NS during major surgery compared with 926 patients who received Plasma-Lyte A, the patients who received
Plasma-Lyte A had a lower incidence of postoperative infection, renal failure requiring dialysis, and the need for blood
transfusion.71 Plasma-Lyte A may have a physiological advantage over NS and LR, but like all crystalloids, does not have the
intravascular volume expansion properties of colloids or FFP.72
Recent evidence, however, has demonstrated the superiority
of whole blood or blood components over crystalloid solutions.2–4,73,74 Further, other studies have shown that large volumes of crystalloid are associated with poorer outcomes in
resuscitating trauma patients.75,76
In summary, the currently available evidence indicates that
neither crystalloids nor Hextend are acceptable options for
the prehospital fluid resuscitation of trauma patients in hemorrhagic shock.
(3) What is the optimal target SBP for resuscitation of
hemorrhagic shock casualties, and does this change when
traumatic brain injury is also present?
Isolated Hemorrhagic Shock Without TBI

Over the past decade and a half, resuscitation strategies for
military trauma have shifted from liberal fluid administration
toward a controlled hypotensive resuscitation with various SPB
goals between 70 and 100mmHg. Bickell et al. demonstrated
that delaying aggressive fluid resuscitation until after surgical
control of noncompressible hemorrhage in penetrating trauma
patients significantly decreased mortality.77 The primary aim
of hypotensive resuscitation is to maintain SBP (or mean arterial pressure) in order to sustain organ perfusion.78 It was
proposed that permissively moderate SBP goals would avoid
further hemorrhage due to dilution coagulopathy, reduce hypothermia and avoid dislodging hemostatic blood clots.79,80
Two recent meta-analyses were published that evaluated controlled hypotension vs. aggressive fluid resuscitation in traumatic hemorrhagic shock.81,82 While both studies found a
survival benefit in the controlled hypotension strategy, several
confounding factors need to be addressed. First, the various
studies included in these meta-analyses had a wide variation of
target SBPs in the controlled hypotension arms ranging from
50mmHg to 100mmHg. Additionally, many of the studies that
met inclusion criteria were performed prior to the era of blood
product use in initial fluid resuscitation. Finally, both groups
of authors also note that many of the included studies were
insufficiently powered to find statistical significance and they
were of poor-to-moderate quality due to insufficient protocol
reporting and lack of blinding.
Hemorrhagic Shock With Concurrent TBI

The evaluation of a military trauma patient in hemorrhagic
shock is complicated by the ever-present risk of either occult
or obvious concurrent TBI. High-energy kinetic weapons, explosions, vehicle accidents, and falls from heights all contribute to the likelihood of concurrent brain injury. Management
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strategies for TBI must focus on preventing secondary injury
by avoiding hypotension and hypoxia while maintaining appropriate cerebral perfusion pressure.83 The need to maintain a
normal physiologic arterial blood pressure in TBI is in conflict
with the principles of controlled hypotensive resuscitation in
hemorrhagic shock.
Similar to resuscitation SBP goals in isolated hemorrhagic
shock, there remains an absence of definitive evidence to support specific SBP goals for patients in hemorrhagic shock with
concurrent TBI. Extrapolating from isolated TBI data, Chi et
al. reported 28% mortality when a secondary insult (SPB less
than 90mmHg or oxygen saturation less than 92%) was present in the prehospital setting compared to 20% mortality for
those without such insults.84
In a subgroup analysis performed by the authors of the previously mentioned meta-analysis for controlled hypotensive
resuscitation, there appeared to be a mortality benefit for concurrent TBI when SBP goals were at or above 90mmHg. It is
important to note that no functional outcomes were reported
on the TBI patients, and the authors conclude the data is not
compelling enough to strongly recommend hypotensive resuscitation in traumatic hemorrhagic shock patients with TBI.82
In summary, the consensus opinion of the authors and currently available evidence indicates that fluid resuscitation of
casualties in hemorrhagic shock should be continued to a target SBP of 100mmHg, unless the casualty has concurrent TBI,
in which case the target SBP should be 100–110mmHg.

(4) Should empiric calcium be added to the TCCC fluid
resuscitation guideline? If so, how much and which type
of calcium formulation should be used, and when in the
resuscitation sequence should it be given?
Calcium Management in Fluid Resuscitation

Ionized calcium is essential to many physiologic functions im
portant to the trauma patient. It is a cofactor to several components of the clotting cascade and is essential to platelet
adhesion. Ionized calcium has a direct effect on the contractility
of myocardial cells and smooth muscle cells, thus affecting cardiac output, vascular contractility, and thrombus formation.85,86
Trauma patients at baseline have an increased risk of being
hypocalcemic from ischemia, reperfusion, hypothermia, and
parathyroid and liver dysfunction. Hypocalcemia on initial
presentation, prior to resuscitation efforts, has a reported inci
dence between 50% and 75% in major trauma patients.87–89
It has also been shown by multiple investigations that blood
product resuscitation increases the incidence of hypocalcemia,
especially for patients with massive transfusions. This is likely
due to a combination of dilution and binding of calcium by
citrate in the transfused blood products.90–93
Evidence suggests that hypocalcemia has a linear, concentrationdependent relationship with mortality as Ho et al. reported
an odds ratio of 1.25 per 0.1mmol/L decrement (p = .02) in
a cohort study of 353 consecutive patients requiring massive
transfusion.91 Further studies corroborate these findings and
suggest ionized calcium <1.0mmol/L increases mortality and
further worsening to levels below 0.9mmol/L increases mortality 2- to 3-fold.93,94,96 Consistent with anecdotal prehospital
reporting, Desai et al. reported a direct association between
hypocalcemia and hypotension among intensive care unit
patients.97

Moore et al. provided the most recent analysis on hypocalcemia
by investigating two DoD-funded studies that focused on the use
of prehospital plasma in the civilian trauma setting, the Prehospital Plasma during Air Medical Transport in Trauma Patients
at Risk of Hemorrhage (PAMPer) and the Control of Major
Bleeding After Trauma (COMBAT) trials. They concluded that
prehospital plasma is associated with hypocalcemia, which in
turn predicts lower survival (adjusted hazard ratio, 1.07; 95%
CI, 1.02–1.13; p = .01) and need for massive transfusion (adjusted relative risk, 2.70; 95% CI, 1.13–6.46; p = .03).98
Prehospital military experiences regarding hypocalcemia were
published in a retrospective review of patients transported by
the UK Medical Emergency Response Team in Afghanistan
between 2010 and 2014. Their overall incidence of hypocalcemia in the group not given prehospital calcium was 70.0%
(n=166), compared with 28.3% (n = 17) in the patients treated
with intravenous calcium (p < .001).99
While estimates suggest that ionized calcium drops approx
imately 0.05mmol/L per unit of blood product transfused,100
the literature is in disagreement on specific dosing requirements. MacKay et al. also noted a 22% incidence of hypercalcemia in massive transfusion patients in a civilian trauma
center suggesting that care should be taken in redosing calcium without laboratory measurements available.101 It is also
appropriate to note that slow IV/IO push of calcium salts is
prudent due to the potential risks of adverse cardiovascular
effects or extravasation into surrounding tissues.102
In summary, the authors believe that the available evidence
supports the administration of 1g of calcium (30mL of 10%
calcium gluconate or 10mL of 10% calcium chloride) IV/IO
given after the first transfused product when blood products
are being administered.

Conclusions
The conclusions and recommendations of this working group
include the following answers to the previously posed questions:

(1) Is there a specific blood product that is preferred
over others for resuscitation of casualties in hemorrhagic
shock in TCCC?
The preferred fluids for resuscitation of casualties in hemorrhagic shock, in descending order of preference, are:
• Cold stored low titer O whole blood
• Pre-screened low titer O fresh whole blood
• Plasma, red blood cells (RBCs), and platelets in a 1:1:1
ratio
• Plasma and RBCs in a 1:1 ratio
• Plasma or RBCs alone
NOTE: *Prescreened low-titer O fresh whole blood and
most platelets obtained in forward deployed locations
are not currently FDA compliant.
Cold-stored low titer O whole blood is the safest and most
beneficial fluid for resuscitation of casualties in hemorrhagic
shock due to the hemostatic and oxygen-carrying properties
of whole blood and the associated FDA compliant testing for
blood type, antibody titers and transfusion transmittable infections. However, the authors do recognize that cold chain
storage requirements limit the use of CS-LTOWB in some
tactical situations and alternative fluid resuscitation products
may be required.
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In settings such as tactical field care or mass casualty scenarios, the use of type O fresh whole blood of unknown anti-A
and anti-B titer may be safer than attempting to match blood
groups between donors and recipients. The risk of hemolysis
from major mismatch is greater than the risk of transfusing a
very high-titer group O unit (very high titers being relatively
uncommon) to a non–group O recipient.

TCCC and are better addressed in prolonged casualty care
and JTS CPGs.

Dried plasma remains an acceptable fluid for resuscitation in
trauma, particularly in tactical situations where cold chain
storage of alternative blood products is not practical. Units
that do not have the capability to use cold-stored or fresh
LTOWB for casualties who require fluid resuscitation should
make a maximal effort to obtain a dried plasma product and
train their medics in its use.

e. Fluid resuscitation
• Assess for hemorrhagic shock (altered mental status in
the absence of brain injury and/or weak or absent radial
pulse).
• The resuscitation fluids of choice for casualties in hemorrhagic shock, listed from most to least preferred, are:
whole blood*; plasma, red blood cells (RBCs) and platelets in a 1:1:1 ratio*; plasma and RBCs in a 1:1 ratio;
plasma or RBCs alone; Hextend; and crystalloid (lactated Ringer’s or Plasma-Lyte A).
NOTE: *Hypothermia prevention measures [Section 7]
should be initiated while fluid resuscitation is being
accomplished.
• If not in shock:
– No IV fluids are immediately necessary.
– Fluids by mouth are permissible if the casualty is
conscious and can swallow.
• If in shock and blood products are available under an
approved command or theater blood product administration protocol:
– Resuscitate with whole blood*, or, if not available
– Plasma, RBCs, and platelets in a 1:1:1 ratio*, or, if
not available
– Plasma and RBCs in a 1:1 ratio, or, if not available
– Reconstituted dried plasma, liquid plasma, or thawed
plasma alone or RBCs alone
– Reassess the casualty after each unit. Continue resuscitation until a palpable radial pulse, improved mental status, or SBP of 80–90mmHg is present.
• If in shock and blood products are not available under
an approved command or theater blood product administration protocol due to tactical or logistical constraints:
– Resuscitate with Hextend, or if not available
– Lactated Ringer’s or Plasma-Lyte A
– Reassess the casualty after each 500mL IV bolus.
– Continue resuscitation until a palpable radial pulse,
improved mental status, or SBP of 80–90mmHg is
present.
– Discontinue fluid administration when one or more
of the above end points has been achieved.
• If a casualty with an altered mental status due to suspected TBI has a weak or absent radial pulse, resuscitate
as necessary to restore and maintain a normal radial
pulse. If BP monitoring is available, maintain a target
SBP of at least 90mmHg.
• Reassess the casualty frequently to check for recurrence
of shock. If shock recurs, recheck all external hemorrhage control measures to ensure that they are still effective and repeat the fluid resuscitation as outlined above.
NOTE: *Currently, neither whole blood nor apheresis
platelets collected in theater are FDA compliant because of
the way they are collected. Consequently, whole blood and
1:1:1 resuscitation using apheresis platelets should be used
only if all of the FDA-compliant blood products needed
to support 1:1:1 resuscitation are not available, or if 1:1:1
resuscitation is not producing the desired clinical effect.

(2) Should crystalloid solutions and Hextend be
removed as TCCC-recommended fluids for resuscitation
of hemorrhagic shock?
The preponderance of available evidence demonstrates improved outcomes and survival in hemorrhagic shock when
blood products are utilized to resuscitate these casualties
rather than crystalloids or colloids. While Hextend, lactated
Ringer’s, and Plasma-Lyte A have been removed from the fluid
resuscitation guidelines for traumatic hemorrhage, crystalloid
solutions are used for other purposes in tactical field care such
as burns and reconstitution fluids.
(3) What is the optimal target SBP for resuscitation of
hemorrhagic shock casualties, and does this change when
traumatic brain injury is also present?
End points of fluid resuscitation may be challenging to measure in tactical field care with limited monitoring equipment
and fluid resuscitation may therefore need to be titrated to a
palpable radial pulse or improved mentation. If blood pressure
measurements are available; however, the updated recommendation is that fluid resuscitation of casualties in hemorrhagic
shock should be continued to a target SBP of 100mmHg unless the casualty has concurrent TBI, in which case the target
SBP should be 100–110mmHg. While further data may refine
these recommendations, it aligns and synchronizes the TCCC
guidelines with current damage control resuscitation and prolonged casualty care recommendations.
(4) Should empiric calcium be added to the TCCC fluid
resuscitation guideline? If so, how much and which type
of calcium formulation should be used, and when in the
resuscitation sequence should it be given?
The available evidence suggests that hypocalcemia is common
in trauma and that it is advisable that calcium levels be addressed and repleted to avoid the deleterious effects of hypocalcemia on platelet function, coagulation and contractility,
and potentially impact survivability in hemorrhagic trauma
patients. While recognizing that military trauma patients
with hemorrhagic shock may present with varying severity
of hypocalcemia, it is understood that measurement of ionized calcium in a tactical environment can be challenging. If
a laboratory guided replenishment protocol is not feasible, a
single empiric dose of 1g calcium equivalent should be given
IV or IO. In order to not delay fluid resuscitation, consideration was given to recommend calcium administration after
the initial blood product was transfused. Additional calcium
may well be required in large volume resuscitations; however,
follow-on dose recommendations remain outside the scope of
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Proposed change
Tactical Field Care and TACEVAC Care

d. Fluid resuscitation
• Assess for hemorrhagic shock (altered mental status in
the absence of brain injury and/or weak or absent radial
pulse).
• The resuscitation fluids of choice for casualties in hemorrhagic shock, listed from most to least preferred,
are: cold stored low titer O whole blood; pre-screened
low titer O fresh whole blood; plasma, red blood cells
(RBCs) and platelets in a 1:1:1 ratio*; plasma and RBCs
in a 1:1 ratio; plasma or RBCs alone.
NOTE: *Hypothermia prevention measures [Section 7]
should be initiated while fluid resuscitation is being
accomplished.
• If not in shock:
– No IV fluids are immediately necessary.
– Fluids by mouth are permissible if the casualty is
conscious and can swallow.
• If in shock and blood products are available under an
approved command or theater blood product administration protocol:
– Resuscitate with cold stored low titer O whole blood,
or, if not available
– Pre-screened low titer O fresh whole blood, or, if not
available
– Plasma, RBCs and platelets in a 1:1:1 ratio, or, if not
available
– Plasma and RBCs in a 1:1 ratio, or, if not available
– Reconstituted dried plasma, liquid plasma or thawed
plasma alone or RBCs alone
– Reassess the casualty after each unit. Continue resuscitation until a palpable radial pulse, improved mental status or SBP of 100mmHg is present.
– Discontinue fluid administration when one or more
of the above end points has been achieved.
• If blood products are transfused, administer one gram
of calcium (30mL of 10% calcium gluconate or 10mL
of 10% calcium chloride) IV/IO after the first transfused
product.
• Given increased risk for a potentially lethal hemolytic
reaction, transfusion of unscreened group O fresh whole
blood or type-specific fresh whole blood should only
be performed under appropriate medical direction by
trained personnel.
• Transfusion should occur as soon as possible after
life-threatening hemorrhage in order to keep the patient
alive. If Rh-negative blood products are not immediately
available, Rh-positive blood products should be used in
hemorrhagic shock.
• If a casualty with an altered mental status due to suspected TBI has a weak or absent radial pulse, resuscitate
as necessary to restore and maintain a normal radial
pulse. If BP monitoring is available, maintain a target
systolic BP between 100 and 110mmHg.
• Reassess the casualty frequently to check for recurrence
of shock. If shock recurs, re-check all external hemorrhage control measures to ensure that they are still
effective and repeat the fluid resuscitation as outlined
above.
CoTCCC Vote: This change was approved by the required
three-quarters or greater majority of the voting members of

the CoTCCC and published in the updated guidelines on 5
November 2020.
Level of evidence (AHA/ACC)
The levels of evidence used by the American College of Cardiology and the American Heart Association were described by
Tricoci in 2009:103
Level A: Evidence from multiple randomized trials or metaanalyses.
Level B: Evidence from a single randomized trial or nonrandomized studies.
Level C: Expert opinion, case studies or standards of care.
According to this taxonomy, the levels of evidence assigned to
the following aspects of fluid resuscitation from hemorrhagic
shock are provided below.
1) Is there a specific blood product that is preferred over others for resuscitation of casualties in hemorrhagic shock in
TCCC? Yes – Cold stored low titer O whole blood. Level B
2) Should crystalloid solutions and Hextend be removed as
TCCC-recommended fluids for resuscitation of casualties
in hemorrhagic shock? Yes. Level A
3) What is the optimal target SBP for resuscitation of hemorrhagic shock casualties, and does this change when
traumatic brain injury is also present? A target SBP of
100mmHg for casualties without TBI and a range of 100–
110mmHg for those with TBI. Level C
4) Should empiric calcium be added to the TCCC fluid resuscitation guideline? If so, how much and which type of
calcium formulation should be used, and when in the resuscitation sequence should it be given? Yes – 1g of calcium
given IV or IO after the first transfused product. Level C

Considerations for Further Research
and Development
1. Radial pulse, mental status, and, where available, noninvasive blood pressure measurements provide surrogate markers for tissue profusion. The need exists for lightweight
and portable biosensors to provide easily discernable information on oxygen debt and endpoints for resuscitation to
guide prehospital fluid strategies.
2. Clinical decision-making is limited in TCCC by the lack of
available laboratory data. Lightweight and portable pointof-care lactate and calcium testing would provide critical
information for initiating resuscitation, continuing blood
product utilization in a resource-constrained environment
and provide guidance for continued calcium administration
when appropriate.
3. Available data on albumin in fluid resuscitation remains
mixed, especially with regard for moderate to severe TBI
in multi-trauma patients. Further investigation into the optimal osmotic balance and dose may provide another fluid
resuscitation option that does not require cold storage and
minimizes transfusion transmitted illness risks.
4. For low titer group O donors, current guidelines require
anti-A and anti-B titers less than 1:256. Historical data
suggests the risk of hemolytic reaction is minimal despite
the measurement of anti-A and anti-B titers. Funding for
determining the safety profiles and refinement of the definition for low titer group O whole blood may increase the
number of eligible donors and decrease the cost of screening potential donor pools.
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5. Current evidence suggests initial calcium supplementation is
warranted in major trauma, especially for patients who may
require massive transfusion. At this point, there is conflicting evidence on the type of calcium salt administered, specific initial dose and pursuant re-dosing recommendations.
6. Many whole blood donor protocols exclude females as potential candidates because of concern that blood from female donors may entail a higher risk of transfusion-related
acute lung injury (TRALI). Given the significant number of
female service members who serve in deployed and combat
positions, further investigation into the donor and recipient safety profiles for female whole blood transfusions are
required.
7. For the trauma patient in extremis, initiation of fluid resuscitation is dependent upon obtaining rapid vascular access.
Emergent intraosseous (IO) access is twice as likely to be
successful as peripheral intravenous attempts. Optimal IO
blood infusion strategies that will provide sufficient volume
to meet resuscitation demands but that avoid the potential
complications, such as hemolysis in the infused blood, that
may result from overpressurized IO infusion techniques.
Further research is needed to help develop improved recommendations for prehospital IO infusion strategies.
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